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Coach K to stay at UM Climate changes doom Montana life
The lure of the Malibu beaches weren’t enough to drag University of
Montana head coach Larry Krystkowiak away from Missoula.
On Monday Krystkowiak withdrew his name from consideration for
the head-coaching job at Pepperdine University in Malibu, Calif.
“You’re stuck with me here in Montana,” he joked.
Last week Krystkowiak traveled to Malibu to interview for the job.
Other finalists included USC assistant Gib Arnold, UCLA assistant
Donny Daniels and junior college coach Vance Walberg. The new coach
will be replacing the fired Paul Westphal.
Krystkowiak said he was glad to be staying with the Griz but would
not go into specifics on his decision to stay.
It will be his third year as the head coach of the Griz, a tenure that has
been successful to say the least. He took a losing program to the NCAA
tournament in his first two years. This past season the Griz beat Nevada
in the first round of the tournament for their first tournament win in
more than 30 years.
–Kaimin Sports Staff

Anti-violence ribbon
taken from mountain
DANNY BOBBE
MONTANA KAIMIN
A giant anti-violence ribbon
that had been keeping the “M”
company for more than a week
went missing sometime between
or during Monday’s snow flurries.
According to people responsible for putting up the ribbon, theft
has not been ruled out, though no
report has been filed at the Office
of Public Safety.
A white ribbon commonly represents the movement to end
men’s violence against women.
The ribbon, which was placed
alongside the “M” by the Student
Assault Resource Center and the
Missoula
Family
Violence
Council on April 7, however, was
meant to represent an end to violence against both sexes, said
SARC Outreach Coordinator Erin
Scott.
And Mount Sentinel provided a
perfect canvas for their message.
“The ‘M’ is a symbol for
Missoula; it’s a community icon,
and as a community we can work
to end violence,” Scott said.
SARC and MFVC intended to
keep the ribbon on the mountain

for the remainder of April, which
is Sexual Assault Awareness
Month, said Scott. It disappeared
Monday sometime in the early
afternoon.
“If anyone has it, could they
please return it? We spent a lot of
time making it and paying for it,”
said Scott.
“If we find out who did it we
will file a report against them
(with the Office of Public
Safety),” she added.
Although the ribbon was displayed for nearly 10 full days, its
message was ambiguous to many
UM students.
“I don’t know what it stood for,
I just noticed it up there one day,”
said Tom Morgan, a freshman in
general education.
Another student agreed.
“I actually saw it being put up,”
said Bennette Schlosser, a senior
history and French major. “I wondered what it was for, but I didn’t
know.”
Scott said she realized the message associated with a white ribbon might be a mystery to some
students and community members, especially since many colors
stand for different causes. A sur-
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The white ribbon, placed beside the “M” on April 7, represents Sexual Assault Awareness Month.

Amanda Determan/Montana Kaimin

Addressing a crowd of nearly 100 at the Music Recital Hall Monday evening, UM ecology professor Steven W. Running tried to answer the question embedded in the title of his speech: “Will they be skiing on mud and fishing in dust? Life in Montana for your grandkids.” Running, who spoke as part of the
Provost’s Distinguished Faculty Series Spring 2006 Lecture, said the 2005 hurricane season was a prime example of the impact rapid climate change will
have and is having on our world.

DANIEL PERSON
MONTANA KAIMIN
Fifty years ago, the permafrost in Alaska was solid
enough to be used as a foundation for some homes.
Today, many of these homes are being destroyed by
thawing earth.
Almost a century ago, a section of northwest
Montana was designated Glacier National Park
because of the large glaciers that donned many of the
slopes. By 2030, those glaciers will only be known in
photographs.
And in the lecture “Will they be skiing on mud and
fishing in dust? Life in Montana for your grandkids,”
speaker Steve Running answered that question this
way: “If current trends continue, by 2080 it’s not
going to snow at all in Missoula.”
Running, a professor of ecology at the University

of Montana, gave his lecture Monday night at the
Music Recital Hall to a large audience, touching on a
wide range of topics surrounding climate change and
how it could affect Montanans.
The changes, Running said, are already becoming
obvious. Growing seasons are getting longer, intense
fires are becoming more frequent and snow pack is
melting earlier.
“Twenty-seven years ago, I tried to plant an apricot
tree (in Missoula),” Running said. “It didn’t go well.”
Now, he said he thinks the climate has changed
enough to make an apricot tree viable in the Garden
City.
And for every anecdote given to bring climate
change to life for the audience, Running had a graph
charting a different part of the last 50 years of climate
history on earth, including ocean temperatures and

See CLIMATE, Page 6

UM considers dorm landlines fee
SEAN BRESLIN
MONTANA KAIMIN
A University of Montana committee decided yesterday to conduct a survey exploring the use of
landlines in the dorms.
Committee head Charles Thorne, assistant to the
vice president for Student Affairs, said the committee members want to know how many students
would still use a landline connection in their dorm
rooms if they were required to pay a fee for having
it, while others who did not want the landline would
be exempt from the fee. The landline cost is currently built into students’ room and board.
“We’re just looking at what we feel are the best
practices for this campus,” Thorne told the Kaimin
last week.
Last fall, Residence Life conducted a basic survey on the use of dorm landlines compared to that
of cell phones. The survey reported that roughly 80
percent of dorm residents use their cell phones as
their primary phone line and that 30 percent of residents do not use their dorm landline at all. The sur-
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vey also showed that roughly 60 percent of dorm
residents consider landlines to be an essential service.
Residence Life Director Ron Brunell could not
be reached for comment.
Formed last spring, Thorne said the “ad-hoc”
committee has been considering a number of
options regarding UM’s 1,391 dorm landlines,
which cost UM roughly $300,000 per year. The
committee members agreed not to totally eliminate
landline service from the dorms.
“Not all students are going to have cell phones,”
Thorne said. “Where do they go if they don’t have
a phone in their rooms?”
Committee member and Administration and
Finance official Rosi Keller agreed.
“In my mind, you always want to allow for that
option,” Keller said.
In addition to the budget issues surrounding landlines, the committee also discussed landlines’ effectiveness for emergency situations. Global positioning satellites trace cell phone calls to a specific

See PHONES, Page 6
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Ancient Mar in e r

E d i to r i a l

Backpacking a bust for the Mariner

No one wins in Sonny Mar tin case
but all was not lost
A very wise person once said, “Mercy is better than justice.”
And though the wisdom in that sentence ranks with the best of
Aristotle or Socrates, the person who said it is no philosopher. In fact,
after last Tuesday, she’s closer to a saint. Her name is Jan Robinson,
and the story of why she and a group of other locals are so commendable starts with the tragic events of Aug. 30, 2005.
On that night, according to court documents: Kenneth Timothy
Martin, known to most as Sonny, was out drinking with his friends,
Timothy Seth Mineo and Trent Kenneth Robinson – Jan Robinson’s
son. Around 2 a.m. they left the bars in a car driven by Martin, whose
blood-alcohol level was more than twice the legal limit.
In a residential area west of campus, Martin crashed into a parked
truck at more than 60 mph, sending the truck spinning 180 degrees.
After driving several more blocks and hitting other parked cars, Martin
parked his car with his two friends dead inside.
When police arrived, they found Martin outside the car crying and
saying, “I’m guilty, I’m sorry.”
Anytime a person is killed by a drunk driver it’s a tragedy, but this
case tugged at the heart strings more than most. Not only was Martin
responsible for his friends’ deaths, but he seemed to be genuinely sorry
for his actions from the start – a fact the families of the deceased
acknowledged last week.
So when charges were filed against Martin, things got even bleaker.
He was the first person in the state charged with vehicular homicide
while under the influence, a new felony that carries a potential 30-year
jail term instead of the maximum 20-year term previously possible.
And Martin was charged with two counts along with one lesser charge,
making it possible that he would go to jail for more than 60 years.
Make no mistake, there needs to be some form of punishment for
any drunk driver, especially if he or she kills people, and Martin’s case
is no different. But if three friends are out drinking and they all agree
to get in a car driven by only one of them, does that make that one
more at fault than the others? It seems all three are agreeing to the
action by getting into the car.
And what good would come of sending an obviously remorseful
Martin to jail until he’s 83 years old? Two lives were already lost in
this case. What good would it do to waste another?
But that’s not how the families of the deceased in a case like this are
supposed to think. They’re supposed to want revenge.
This is where Jan Robinson, along with her family and the Mineos,
come back into the story. Somebody needs to check these families for
halos. Along with lawyers from both sides, they negotiated a deal,
accepted by Judge Douglas Harkin last Tuesday, in which Martin will
serve no jail time. Instead, he received a 30-year sentence with all but
five suspended, and those five he’ll spend in a pre-release center,
allowing him to work and go to school.
He won’t be able to drive for all 30 years, and he’ll have to perform
600 hours of community service, most of which will involve talking to
teenagers about the dangers of alcohol. And by request from Mineo’s
mother, Martin will also have to donate $21 to Mothers Against Drunk
Driving every year on Mineo’s birthday.
It’s a punishment that makes Martin pay for his actions and won’t
allow him to forget them, but it’s also one that recognizes his emotional pain is greater than any the judicial system can inflict. And, as Jan
Robinson said, it’s a punishment that will give Martin “a second
chance at life.”
–Peter Bulger, news editor

The Kaimin accepts letters to the editor and guest
columns.
Letters should be 300 words or fewer, and columns should
be about 700 words. E-mail both to letters@kaimin.org,
or drop them off in Journalism 107.
Please include contact information
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The Montana Kaimin, in its 108th year, is
published by the students of The
University of Montana, Missoula. The UM
School of Journalism uses the Montana
Kaimin for practice courses but assumes
no control over policy or content.
Send letters to the editor to
letters@kaimin.org or drop them off in
Journalism 107
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ALEX SAKARIASSON
MONTANA KAIMIN
Dozens of gray gulls circle in
the sky above a winding valley.
Lofty hills coated in dry, brown
heather rise up on each side.
Shallow ribbons of rainwater run
down the center of a narrow hiking trail, fashioning a maze of
stagnant pools and gummy mires.
With a mixture of misgiving and
agitation on his face, the Ancient
Mariner hops from rock to rock.
His eyes scan the marshy path for
any trace of his lost digital camera
and, under his breath, the Mariner
curses the day he decided to go
backpacking in Euro-Neurotica.
Bringing my unyielding neuroticism into harmony with my
love of the outdoors has been a
source of endless conflict over the
years. Although I do enjoy the
occasional expedition into the
thoroughly charted wilds, I sometimes view moist tents and grimy
hair as high costs for escaping the
claustrophobic world of modern
society. I understand that a lung
full of mountain air does wonders
for the mind, but mine is usually
too preoccupied with thoughts of a
toilet paper shortage to notice the
fresh pine smell.
Nature is, by nature, unpredictable, and therefore one cannot
expect constantly favorable conditions. Bears, mountain lions or
flesh-hungry squirrels could be
skulking through the undergrowth
just outside the tent. Any experienced camper knows of the threats
posed by thunderstorms, flash
floods and swarms of killer bees.
However, he or she may not realize that Papa Johns’ “free delivery” guarantee doesn’t cover airdrops into the Bob Marshall
Wilderness.
When you get right down to it,
what is camping but willing subjection to the mercy of the elements? Venture beyond the established boundaries of human civilization and you’re marching
straight into a world full of blistering heat, relentless rain and countless stream gravel that will
doubtlessly end up lodged in the
depths of your boots. Before pack-
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ing up your dehydrated sushi and
wireless hairdryer, ask yourself:
Do I really trust these waterpurification tablets?
One famished camper buries his
spoon into a bowl of stew, failing
to recognize a pair of flies trapped
fast in the thick broth. Another
gazes apprehensively out into the
forest with second thoughts, a
shovel in one hand and a roll of
toilet paper in the other. A third
sits next to a large pile of firewood, gently nursing a tiny splinter, while a fourth carefully examines a bottle of insect repellent and
wonders silently about the human
toxicity of DEET.
Of course, I rarely take my own
advice in these matters. After
three months of choking smog,
cramped buses and gum-encrusted
pavement, I began to tire of the
monotonous neuroticism of life in
Edinburgh. So when Trevor suggested a backpack trip in the
Orkney Islands just off the northern coast of Scotland, all caution
was thrown to the wind. Fresh off
the bus from France, I squeezed
four days worth of socks, shirts
and Purell hand sanitizer into my
pack and booked two ferry tickets
for Kirkwall.
The first full day of our journey
dawned bright and sunny. Seconds
after we stepped out the door of
the bed and breakfast, I felt the
sting of rain on my face. Only a
few drops fell as we walked to the
tourist information center, but the
pessimist in me knew they wouldn’t be the last. Trevor spent several minutes staring at the attractive
desk clerk before we managed to
acquire a bus schedule. Running
full pelt down the cobbled street
toward the bus stop, I began to
regret that second portion of
scrambled eggs at breakfast.
Ten minutes on the bus brought
us to the next town on Orkney’s
main island, where the road turned
north to follow the eastern coast.
Here Trevor and I started our long
trek to Evie, a region on the northern tip of the island where we
intended to camp for the night. We
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walked and dodged highway traffic for two long hours, passing
tilled fields and pastures full of
grazing sheep. Sharp smells drifting off nearby farms sent my head
spinning. By the time we turned
east to follow the coastal road, the
two of us had devoured half a bag
of bland, generic-brand granola.
The look of growing disappointment on Trevor’s face mirrored that on my own. On our
right sat field after field, farm
after farm, flock of sheep after
flock of sheep. On our left
stretched the North Sea, calm and
frankly unexciting. In four hours,
the most thrilling sight we came
upon was a lonely telephone booth
standing beside a low stone wall.
Orkney’s infamous spring rain
then decided to pay us a visit.
Seeking relief from the torrential
downpour inside a bus shelter, we
snacked on soggy peanut butter
and jelly sandwiches. The next
bus took us to a junction about
four miles east of Birsay, a town
of 10 or so houses on the west
coast. I trudged through mud and
wet foliage on the road’s shoulder
for the rest of the afternoon, stopping every five minutes to ring out
my gloves and check on the condition of my tissue supply. Stepping
over the decomposing bodies of
no less than three birds, I couldn’t
stop thinking about the recent
report of avian flu in Scotland.
The edge had been reached, and I
was inches from taking a plunge
into insanity.
Thanks to the infinite kindness
of the employees at Birsay’s only
gas station/grocery store/town
hall, Trevor and I were able to call
for a taxi to take us to a youth hostel in Stromness. The day’s misfortunes were forgotten briefly
when the hostel manager told us
she only had one bed available.
Concerned only with removing
my socks and preventing the onset
of trench foot, I volunteered to
take the floor. A damp sleeping
bag broke the camel’s back, and I
spent the night quietly sobbing
into my only pair of dry pants.
Blotting out all sunlight in the
valley, a heavy rain cloud moves
into position. Droplets begin to
fall on the already soggy expanse.
The Ancient Mariner tramps
through the puddles and sumps
along the trail, too lost in his
search to notice the mounting
storm. Finally his eyes catch sight
of something foreign on the trail
ahead. As he gets closer, he recognizes the black camera case sitting
patiently on the ground. Perched
precariously above a patch of
mud, the Mariner stoops to
retrieve the camera and loses his
footing on the rain-slick rocks.
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Accuracy Watch

Correction
-In an April 14 article, ASUM Office Manager Carol Hayes said that the
votes during the down time were not counted. Hayes later clarified that
during the down time from 1 a.m. to 8 a.m., votes were not able to be cast
on Cyberbear, and so no votes were lost or uncounted. Hayes said all votes
that were able to be cast online last Wednesday were counted.
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Campus litter problems waste groundskeepers’ time
CHANDRA JOHNSON
MONTANA KAIMIN
It’s a quarter past 9 in the morning, and Greg Potter has been
working in the rain for almost
three hours. As a groundskeeper at
the University of Montana for 18
years, Potter has developed a
respect for the campus landscape
and a serious pet peeve.
“If you’re from Montana and
you litter, shame, shame, shame,”
Potter said. “If you’re not from
Montana and you litter, go home.”
Potter is one of six full-time
crew members of UM’s Grounds
and Labor Department who take
responsibility for what students
take for granted. On the 2 million
square feet of turf making up campus grounds, a two-person team
will spend 80 hours per week
picking up trash. Groundskeeper

manager Rich Chaffee says that’s
more than his crew will spend on
their countless other duties.
“One thing you learn – when it
comes to groundskeeping, there’s
never enough time to do it all,”
Chaffee said.
In his office, Chaffee unrolls a
scheme of campus displaying
trashcan locales. A quick count
reveals more than 100.
“It’s a mind-set,” Chaffee said.
“Like, someone else is going to
pick it up.”
Potter says 80 hours is a lot to
spend on laziness.
“It’s pure inconsideration and
an insult to the earth,” Potter said.
“If I wanted a career in trash, it’d
be with BFI.”
Potter says one way to curb the
problem might be to treat it like a
problem. The consequences for
student littering on campus seem

to be virtually nonexistent.
Likewise, it’s nearly impossible to
find someone with campus police
who has any idea of the charges
connected with littering.
“I suppose a student could be
cited for littering under student
conduct,” said Capt. Jim Lemcke
of Public Safety.
The
Missoula
Police
Department reports that under a
city ordinance, littering warrants a
citation of $50. In a town where
littering is on par with public urination, Potter and others wonder
why litterbugs at UM are not held
accountable to the same standards.
“UM is like a separate entity,”
Potter said. “It’s not really
enforced.”
Dean of Students Charles
Couture said there are a couple of
reasons students are not held
accountable specifically for litter-

ing, one being that while there are
13,000 students on campus, faculty and staff could share the blame.
“It’s so convenient sometimes
for people to point the finger of
blame at students,” Couture said.
Couture added that he would
not be in favor of the enforcement
of a student conduct code for littering.
“I don’t want them to apply the
student conduct code for sure,”
Couture said. “If any person from
Facility Services wants to take the
time to file a complaint, then I
could launch a charge of student
conduct against the offending student. I would not encourage that to
become a routine practice because
I have more pressing matters than
to act as garbage policeman.”
Couture agreed with Potter and
Chaffee on the concept that littering was in part a mind-set, however.
“Certainly we have a beautiful
campus, and everyone has a
responsibility to help keep campus
as clean and beautiful as possible,” Couture said. “I have a feeling that some of these people (litterbugs) would also ignore you if
you held the door open for them.”
Potter and Chaffee agreed that
the dorms are the worst area on
campus for litter, but that most of
the littering is tied up in student
misconduct.
“Usually it’s the students that
would get kicked out anyway,”
Chaffee said. “People use their
windows like trash cans.”
“We pick up everything from
beer cartons to condoms over
there,” Potter said.
Chaffee said that the litter is a
false reflection of the workmanship of the grounds crew.
“People see litter and say you’re
not doing your job,” Chaffee said.
“If there was one thing that could

make me quit my job, it’d be
trash.”
Neither Potter nor Chaffee
know of any plans the grounds
crew had to make the plan better
or bring the problem to the attention of the administration,
although Potter had some ideas.
“Things could be better around
here,” Potter said. “I think the
administration doesn’t like to step
on students’ toes because that’s
where they get their money. But
maybe the students should be
made responsible for their own
trash.”
Potter likened UM’s campus to
a small town, calling for technology to step up to the problem.
“This is pretty much a town.
Why not treat it that way?” Potter
said. “I’ve often wondered why
they don’t have a compactor
truck.”
Facility Services Director Hugh
Jesse offered some estimates on
the cost of such an undertaking for
the UM.
First, a 12-yard-long garbage
compactor would cost in the
neighborhood of $100,000 to
$120,000. Next, an arm to pick up
trash receptacles would cost
around $29,000, and $10,000 to
$15,000 would replace the 100 or
so receptacles around campus
with ones compatible with the arm
it takes to lift them. Not counting
labor, the endeavor would total an
average of $151,500. Or, as an
alternative option, UM could
spend about that amount for one
garbage truck on par with BFI.
“It’s been an ongoing problem
since I can remember,” Chaffee
said of littering. “There’s probably
only a few people littering, but
multiply that by 13,000 people
and it’s a real problem.”
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‘Bike Walk Bus Week’ urges students to leave cars at home
DANNY BOBBE
MONTANA KAIMIN
This week it won’t matter how
much time or money you’ve spent
turning your automobile into a
giant form of compensation,
because, despite the effort, cars on
campus will not be cool.
At least that’s the idea behind
the 15th annual Bike Walk Bus
Week, which began Monday.
“We’re trying to reduce the
number of single-occupancy vehicles driven to campus,” said
Nancy Wilson, ASUM director of
transportation.
That means if you walk, board,
blade, bike, bus or carpool to campus, not only will you be in good
standing with the environmentally
conscious, but you may be eligible
for rewards. Volunteers will hand
out raffle tickets for the remainder
of the week to anyone who they
see arrive on campus via alternative transportation.
About 150 prizes will be raffled
off on Friday, including “a really

sweet” three-speed cruiser bike,
Wilson said. Other prizes include
a commuter meal plan, a new bike
trailer, helmets, headlights and gift
certificates for food, she said.
There are also still opportunities
to sign up as a volunteer and earn
a free T-shirt at the ASUM
Transportation Office in the
University Center.
Bike Walk Bus is a citywide
event focused on reducing fuel
emissions and promoting alternative transportation. Different
events are taking place all over
Missoula, including daily discounts and treats at the Good Food
Store, a riverfront walk with
Mayor John Engen and a party at
Free Cycles Bike Shop for all
“self-propelled” commuters.
A full schedule of events may
be found at www. bikewalkbusmissoula.org
The University of Montana is
calling its portion of this week’s
events Walk ‘n’ Roll.
According to Kim Pappas, who
has been on the ASUM
Transportation Committee for

Mark Maher/Montana Kaimin

Evan Thompson rides his bike more than a mile every day to and from school. This week is the 15th annual Bike Walk Bus Week. The UM Office of
Transportation sponsors Walk ‘n’ Roll, UM’s portion of the event.

three years, Walk ‘n’ Roll will
help address the issue of notorious
parking problems on campus.
“Walk n’ Roll, baby,” she said.
Some students definitely seem
to be into the idea.

“It’s good exercise,” said Chris
Miller, a graduate student studying clinical psychology, adding
that campus sidewalks are set up
quite well to handle bikers and
walkers both.

Can you dig it?

“It’s a good way to lessen my
ecological footprint,” said Jason
Brininstool, a graduate student
studying environmental science.

www.montanakaimin.com
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CLIMATE
Continued from Page 1
ice pack area in the artic.
The oceans have been bearing the brunt of
increased global temperatures, Running said, and are
the most important factor in air temperature. The
Greenland icepack has become 40 percent thinner in
the last 40 years, a sure indicator of the world becoming warmer.
Running, who has a strong background in botany,
has been working with NASA to study climate
change using satellite technology he created that
tracks plant life from outer space.
What he has concluded, and argued that 99 percent
of the science community has also concluded, is that
climate change is happening and humans are the primary cause of it.
From his own research, he showed growing seasons are becoming longer and the northern tiers of
North America are being thawed out. And while that
has had some definite benefits in the short run, it has
also caused problems, and will cause more and more
as the temperature keeps going
up.
His research
has also shown

that the month of March has seen the biggest leap in
temperature, which has meant snow pack has begun
to melt faster. Running said he believes this could be
blamed for the increase in forest fires seen in the
Rocky Mountains in the past 15 years.
“This is going to be our Achilles heel of climate
change,” he said.
But it won’t be the only one, he said. Some others:
Shorter, milder winters, decreased summer stream
flows, decreased deer and elk winterkill and insect
and tree disease problems in forests.
Also, with Asia surpassing the United States in oil
consumption, Running said Montana will surely see
more pollution in the air.
“We are in the tail pipe of Asia,” he said.
Running went on to argue the way these trends can
be reversed is if the world can shake its “oil addiction.” (He attributed that term to President George
Bush, saying it was the only brilliant thing the president has ever said.)
He pointed out the world is consuming two barrels
of oil for every one barrel being discovered. He was
short on specifics of what changes needed to be
made, but did say he didn’t see how air travel could
continue at the rate it does today.
Running was speaking at The Provost’s
Distinguished Faculty Series, a lecture series that
features only UM faculty.

The Mont ana K aimin:
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PHONES
Continued from Page 1
point in a building, but cannot
determine what floor the cell
phone is on. Conversely, landlines
can be traced to a specific room
number.
And beyond their effectiveness,
landlines could also be more convenient in emergency situations,
said committee member and
budget analyst Michelle Jensen.
“It’d be nice for a student, in
the case of an emergency in their
dorm, to not have to search for
their cell phone,” Jensen said.
The committee members hope
to conduct the survey before the
semester ends next month, and
they plan on issuing recommendations to the administration by
the end of June 2006. Regardless
of when the committee conducts
the survey and reports their findings, any recommendations the
committee makes will not take
effect until the 2008 fiscal year,
which begins in July 2007.
The
committee
included
Thorne, Keller and Jensen, as
well
as
Computer
and
Information Services Director
Stephen
Henry
and
Telecommunications Director
Judith Holbrook.
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Former Illinois Governor convicted of corruption
MIKE ROBINSON
ASSOCIATED PRESS
CHICAGO (AP) – Former Gov.
George Ryan was convicted of
corruption Monday in the scandal
that ended his political career in
2003 at the same time he was winning international acclaim for
commuting the sentences of
everyone on Illinois' death row.
Ryan, 72, sat stone-faced as the
verdict was read, and vowed afterward to appeal.
He was convicted of steering
state contracts and leases, including a $25 million IBM computer
deal, to political insiders while he
was Illinois secretary of state in
the 1990s and then governor for
one term. In return, he got vacations in Jamaica, Cancun and
Palm Springs, and gifts ranging
from a golf bag to $145,000 in
loans to his brother’s floundering
business.
“I believe this decision today is
not in accordance with the kind of
public service that I provided to
the people of Illinois over 40
years, and needless to say I am
disappointed in the outcome,” the
Republican former governor said.
U.S. Attorney Patrick Fitzgerald
called Ryan’s actions “a low

watermark of public service.”
Fitzgerald, who also led the
Washington investigation of the
CIA leak, added: “If they keep
stealing, we’ll keep chasing
them.”
The jury in the state’s biggest
corruption trial in decades found
Ryan guilty on all counts, including fraud, lying to the FBI and
racketeering conspiracy, which
alone could bring 20 years in
prison at sentencing Aug. 4.
His co-defendant, Chicago businessman Larry Warner, 67, was
convicted of racketeering conspiracy, fraud, attempted extortion,
and money laundering.
Prosecutors also want the two
men to forfeit the $3 million they
say Warner raked in through state
business. The judge will rule on
that request later.
Ryan was the third former
Illinois governor in the past three
decades to be convicted of federal
felonies. Otto Kerner was found
guilty in a racing stock scandal;
Dan Walker was convicted of corruption involving bank loans.
“I hope this case begins the end
of political prostitution that seems
to have been evident in the state of
Illinois and begins a resurrection
of honest government and services

in this state that so many people
have demanded,” said Robert
Grant, the agent in charge of the
FBI’s Chicago office.
The scandal that led to Ryan’s
downfall began over a decade ago
with a fiery van crash in
Wisconsin that killed six children.
The 1994 wreck exposed a
scheme inside the Illinois secretary of state’s office in which truck
drivers obtained licenses for
bribes.
The probe expanded to other
corruption under Ryan. Seventynine former state officials, lobbyists, truck drivers and others have
been charged. Before Ryan’s trial,
74 had been convicted, including
Ryan’s longtime top aide, Scott
Fawell, a star witness at Ryan’s
trial.
In 2000, Ryan, as governor,
declared a moratorium on executions in Illinois after 13 death row
inmates were found to have been
wrongly convicted. Then, days
before he left office in 2003, he
emptied out death row, commuting the sentences of all 167
inmates to life in prison. He
declared that the state’s criminal
justice system was “haunted by
the demon of error.”
Ryan declined to seek a second

term after the scandal sent his
approval ratings plummeting. He
was indicted a year after leaving
office.
Even as he faced charges back
home, Ryan accepted speaking
invitations across the country and
was nominated for the Nobel
Peace Prize for his criticism of the
death penalty.
Neither Ryan nor Warner took
the stand during their six-month
trial.
The government witnesses
included businessman Harry
Klein, who testified that he entertained Ryan and his family at a
luxurious estate in Jamaica every
year for a decade. Klein said Ryan
always paid him $1,000 a week
with checks, but then accepted the
$1,000 back in cash.
Jurors said no single factor
tipped the balance in favor of conviction.
“It wasn’t a smoking gun,” said
Kevin Rein of Glen Ellyn, a carpenter. He said “the government
had a pretty good pile of evidence.”
Rein added that Ryan’s role in
the death penalty debate played no
part in the deliberations.
In late March, months of testimony nearly went down the drain

when the judge discovered two
jurors had failed to mention
arrests on their court questionnaires. Rather than declare a mistrial, U.S. District Judge Rebecca
R. Pallmeyer decided to replace
the two jurors with alternates and,
over the objection of Ryan’s attorneys, ordered the jury to start
deliberations over.
One of the dismissed jurors,
Evelyn Ezell, spoke about the
deliberations Monday for the first
time. She said some panelists had
seemed dead set on convictions
from the start.
“I don’t feel that the jurors were
fair and impartial when you go
into deliberations saying things
like, ‘If the rest of his cronies are
guilty and they can go to jail, why
can’t he?’” she said.
Ezell said she misunderstood
what she was required to disclose
on the jury questionnaire.
The jury had deliberated for 10
days when it announced its guilty
verdicts.
Ryan attorney Dan K. Webb, a
former federal prosecutor, zeroed
in on the judge’s decision to
replace the jurors as potential
grounds for appeal.
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Griping aside, UM students pay less in athletic fees
SARAH SWAN
MONTANA KAIMIN
Editor’s note: This story is the
first in a four-part series about
University of Montana athletics
and money that will run throughout the week. The information is
derived from recently released
information from the NCAA and a
recent report by Mark Alesia of
the Indianapolis Star. For more
information
please
visit
http://www.indystar.com/apps/pbc
s.dll/article?AID=/20060330/SP
ORTS/603300460/1004/SPORTS
Students might grumble about
having to pay $4 for a football
ticket, and parents might groan as
they fork over $34 each semester
toward student athletics, but compared to other schools in the Big
Sky Conference, Montana students pay a significantly lower
amount on a yearly basis.
“Ours are probably one of the
lower student athletic fees in the
country,” University of Montana
Athletic Director Jim O’Day said.
Last year, the Athletic
Department at UM collected
$677,373 in fees that appear on
students’ bills as student athletic
fees.
In comparison to some of the
other Big Sky Conference
schools, last year Sacramento
State collected nearly $3 million
in required student fees to help
support its athletics.
Portland State University allocated roughly $2.5 million in incidental fees this year, according to
Portland’s athletic director, Teri
Mariani.
“It helps us fund [athletics],”
Mariani said. “Most of our money
that we have goes back to the students.”
Mariani said about $1.2 million
goes toward student scholars.
“Financially we couldn’t have
athletics without it,” Mariani said
of the money collected from students. “It allows us to have our
program.”
Montana State University
charges one of the highest student
fees in the state. Each semester an
MSU full-time student will pay
$64.25 that goes toward Bobcat

athletics, but students are able to
get into any athletics game for free
once the fee is paid.
“It helps us in a number of
ways; this year it will equate to
$1.2 million to our $10-million
budget,” MSU Athletic Director
Peter Fields said. “[Without it]
we’d have to either make cuts or
generate more revenue in order to
fill in those pieces that we were
lacking.”
Because of UM’s success in the
Big Sky Conference, the amount
of money that students are
charged in their student athletic
fees are about half, if not less, the
amount other schools demand.
Montana is able to generate
more money in ticket sales, government funding and scholarship
donors than the majority of the
Big Sky Conference schools.
The money collected goes
toward UM’s 150-plus student
athletes and includes scholarships,
equipment and travel fees.
O’Day said the student athletic
fees are so much higher at other
schools because it is a fee to help
athletics survive.
During the 2003-2004 school
year it was revealed that due to
accounting errors and overspending by the Athletic Department,
the Montana Athletic Department
was nearly $1 million in debt.
The deficit came as a shock to
the school and its employees.
Wayne Hogan, the athletic director at the time, resigned five days
after the deficit was revealed.
The next year, students discovered that they would have to pay
$7 for a home football game ticket.
For the previous 12 years, students had not been charged to
purchase tickets other than what
they were paying in their student
athletic fees.
“It was definitely frustrating
because you go from paying nothing to paying $7,” Noah Ginnings,
a UM junior, said.
Ginnings said he thinks it is
important to support the UM athletes, and that, as a fan and a student, it was aggravating that students had to help fix the problem
when they really weren’t involved
in the deficit problem.

Ginnings said the thing that was
most frustrating to him as an
active athletics fan was that the
price was $7.
“It was just a random number,”
Ginnings said.
Since the deficit debacle surfaced, UM has gone through two
athletic directors, with Jim O’Day
taking over in the summer of
2005. Since O’Day became athletic director, ticket prices for students have gone down to $4.
“I think we’re trying to balance
between what we need to continue
to pay our bills and also being
very careful knowing that the students can only pay so much,”
O’Day said. “We’re trying to
make sure our dollars are being
spent the best way that we can so
that we don’t have to continually
go to the students and ask for the
fees.”
O’Day said that the intake from
students in both fees and ticket
sales has helped decrease the UM
deficit significantly.
“Between the student fee and
the $4 that we get for each ticket
in football makes a huge difference to us,” O’Day said. “[Student
intake] is a number that we know
as we’re working on our budget, it
really helps us to stabilize what
we’re bringing in.”
Ginnings said that since the
pricing has gone down for students, he thinks it has helped to
spike more interest in athletics.
“If they can keep it like that,

then it will be fine,” Ginnings
said. “If we can get more student
support at all events instead of
focusing on one sport, it will end
up fixing everything.”
O’Day said it’s tough at times to
work with the costs because UM
wants to have the students go to
the games.
“That’s what these games are
about; they’re about the students
playing and participating,” O’Day
said. “I guarantee you they are
more excited playing in front of
their peers than they are in front of
us, and so you want to balance it,
you want to make sure that it’s not
too exorbitant.”
Next year, student athletic
semester fees are expected to go
up $2 from $34 to $36, but O’Day
said football prices are expected to
remain at the $4 price.
Also, with the increased attention given to UM basketball this
year, there has been some speculation that the Athletic Department
might try to capitalize on the Griz
glory and begin charging students
for tickets.
“Students are not charged for
basketball; the only thing they’re
charged for is football,” O’Day
said. “I want more and more and
more and more students at the
games. I really think that’s a special part of it. I really think that is
what makes the difference, that’s
what creates the atmosphere.”
O’Day said the student involvement is one of the main things that

helped make this year’s basketball
season so special.
“That’s really what does create
the excitement for the games and
really gets people talking, so
there’s no plan at this point to
charge,” O’Day said. “I want to
get to the point where I want more
and more people at the men and
women’s basketball games.”
Even though Montana’s athletic
budget will continue to rise each
year, O’Day said the Athletic
Department will continue to keep
the students’ pocketbooks in mind.
“We don’t want to price the students out; the more students we
can get there, the better,” O’Day
said. “We just always have to continue to remember the reason
we’re here is for the students; we
know that we have, to pay our
bills, but we just cant forget that
this is a university for the students.”
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Hockey team hands Bozeman a tie
SARAH SWAN
MONTANA KAIMIN
The University of Montana
women’s hockey team celebrated
Easter weekend with a 1-1 tie with
Bozeman at the Glacier Ice Rink
on Saturday night.
“We played awesome, we never
gave up and it was a good performance,” UM head coach Ryan
Swengik said.
After losing the majority of
their team to graduation and lack
of interest last semester, the
women’s hockey team basically
had to start back at the very beginning.
“These girls, half of them have
never skated before a day in their
life,” UM’s assistant coach Troy
Dvorak said. “These women want
to play, they will it, and to see it

and to be a part of it, there’s nothing better.”
In the first quarter with 2:31 left
to play, Bozeman scored their first
goal, setting the score at 1-0.
Montana continued to take
numerous shots on its opponent’s
goal while Montana goalie
Morganne Johnson stopped more
than seven shots in the first and
second quarters.
Despite its efforts, UM was still
losing.
At halftime, Dvorak made his
way out into the stands to find
Montana’s cheering squad. He
called them together into a group
huddle and proceeded to hand out
cheering instructions for the fans.
“Make it so these people wish
they’d never came to town,”
Dvorak said. “I don’t care if you
moon them.”
When the final quarter of the

game began, both Montana and
their fans in the stands appeared to
have a renewed sense of energy.
With 13:48 left in the final quarter of the game, freshman Kali
Cathcart found herself wide open
and smacked the puck directly
into Bozeman’s goal.
“I think we played really hard,.
We played our hearts out,”
Cathcart said. “We tied, and we
kept it up; it’s hard, but we played
as hard as we could and that’s all
we could have asked for.”
Cathcart said her team did an
exceptional job of keeping up
their enthusiasm.
“We kept each other going,
especially on the bench,” she said.
“Even though we haven’t been
playing together for that long, we
truly have a great time.”
Dvorak said he couldn’t be happier for his team and talked pas-

Eleena Fikhman/Montana Kaimin

Defense Lauren Hansen falls into the splits as she helps protect the goal from a score by MSU.

sionately about how UM should
recognize hockey.
“Everybody knows the strength
of a woman,” Dvorak said. “If you
can give birth to a child, you can
play hockey. I mean, that’s the

thing, and there are a lot of institutions that need to recognize that.”
The UM women’s hockey team
finished their weekend tournament with a 2-1-1 record.
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Rookie triathlete plunges, freezes in first competition
MURPHY WOODHOUSE
MONTANA KAIMIN
Last Saturday nearly 400 racers,
and almost 800 of the nicest legs
in the Northwest, kicked, pedaled
and ran through the 18th annual
Grizzly Triathlon.
The competitors swam 1,000
yards in the Grizzly Pool, biked 20
kilometers on Highway 200
toward Milltown and back and
finished with a 5-kilometer run on
the Kim Williams Nature Trail.
Among the 400 racers was the
cream of the Montana-triathlete
crop. Professional triathlete Matt
Seeley, University of Montana
triathlon team coach Elliot Bassett
and Grizzly Triathlon course
record-holder Todd Struckman, all
previous winners, showed up on
race day to compete.
With a time of 1:00:35, however, it was first-time winner Ben
Hoffman that took the race. Seeley
followed him closely at 1:00:49,
and Adam Jensen finished third
with a time of 1:01:51.
Jennifer Nerison-Morton’s time
of 1:05:30 made her the women’s
overall winner with time to spare.
Linsey Pickell, the UM triathlon
team’s women’s head coach, and
Megan Gaskill followed with
times of 1:08:45 and 1:12:55,
respectively.
While perhaps not making as
big of a splash as some of the
other competitors, I too was
among the approximately 400
people with nothing better to do
last Saturday.
To be honest, I didn’t even win
a raffle prize. But so what? I’d like
to see you try to swim 1,000 yards

in 16 minutes while holding a
reporter’s notebook and pen, trying to get interviews with competitors between gasps. Or, better
yet, I’d like to see you try to hide
recording equipment in your bike
shorts without eliciting “ … or just
happy to see me” questions and
still doing the first transition in
under a minute.
Yep, considering my limitations, it was a successful day. I
even got the 15th fastest run time
despite running with a typewriter
strapped to my chest so I could
meet my deadline.
I hyperbolize. However, my day
was not without difficulties. First
off, it was decided by powers
beyond my control to cool down
the Grizzly Pool so that instead of
its usual “Oh my God, I can’t feel
my legs” cold, it was “instant sex
change” cold. I’ve heard, but can’t
substantiate, that they had to
throw salt into the pool so that we
wouldn’t be frozen in place like
ducks in a pond.
I thought that my suffering in
the pool would be over as soon as
I got out. However, thanks to a
“friend” of mine and her everwatchful digital camera, I got to
relive my time in the pool the next
day. Imagine a man drowning and
move him back and forth in the
Grizzly
Pool
40
times.
Embarrassing.
The bike leg went well. It was
getting ready for the bike leg that
was, I’m sure, painful to watch.
Wet, cold and delirious, I followed
the green AstroTurf from the pool
to what I hoped was my bike and
pile of clothes (apologies to
whomever, if they weren’t). I

pulled and fought and sweated
until my pullover finally submitted and slid onto my dripping skin.
My bike shorts were equally tenacious, but they too soon fell. I
must have looked like a landed
fish, writhing and struggling
before being clubbed.
I finally got out and onto the
course, though, with a minimum
of wasted time. Unfortunately, the
same sadists that had had their
way with the pool had designed
the bike course. An overzealous
Hot Wheels Crash’em Course fan
had clearly thought up the first
mile. The 90- and 180-degree
turns, along with the slight drizzle,
made it a frictionless nightmare.
Once onto Highway 200, however, it was a straight shot. I got
into my big chain ring, tucked
down and cranked hard. Things
went smoothly until the turnaround cone, and the Popsiclestick started to set in. If you don’t
know what Popsicle-stick is, just
think about it a little longer. It
started as a moderate stinging, but
soon started burning.
I pedaled faster, trying to get
warm blood to the affected area,
but it just got colder as lactic acid
built up in my legs. I then did what
any sensible young man with the
right priorities would do: I put one
of my gloves down my shorts
(note to reader: if you ever see me
wearing my black Tokos, shake
with your left hand). As unsavory
as my methods were, I got back to
the transition area with every digit
– all 21 of them – working properly.
After being kindly reminded by
spectators where exactly I had left

my things, I pulled the glove from
my groin with a flourish to the
gags and laughs of the people
watching. I put on my power hat,
tugged on my running shoes and
took off, nearly heading back into
the pool area in an oxygen-starved
daze.
My legs objected. Because I had
no interest in giving them a
redress of grievances, they retaliated by making me leave the transition area looking like Hunter S.
Thompson in the depths of an
ether binge. I sidestepped, wobbled and sashayed out to Kim
Williams Nature Trail, thanking
God that there were volunteers on
the course to explain the cryptic
meaning of the arrows telling me
where to go.
After intense negotiations, my
legs offered me one last solid 5
kilometers in return for a Sunday
of gorging and torpor; snickering
at their naivety, I jumped at the
deal. Staying true to my word, I
spent a solid hour the next day at
the Food Zoo’s afternoon taco bar,
testing the staff’s definition of “all
you can eat.”
The course designers’ disregard
for the racers’ psychological wellbeing came out again on the run
leg. Instead of staying on the flat
and forgiving Kim Williams, the
course dove right and started
climbing up to Mount Sentinel.
After a solid 1/4 mile of tearinducing angles, the course took a
left onto a jarring descent that spit
runners back onto the Kim
Williams Trail.
The turnaround cone was a
stone’s throw from the intersection, and the volunteers standing
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Murphy Woodhouse

there had water and understanding
faces. The latter were definitely
more important at that point.
“You’re almost there,” one of
them said.
“Hold me,” I almost said.
I had run the last stretch of the
course dozens of times before race
day. I knew every tree and rock
formation, and that only made it
go by slower. The last five minutes of that race was definitely the
longest stretch.
When I finally crossed the finish line, it all came to a rushing
stop. My runner’s high hit me, and
I stood there rolling on endorphins.
I had no idea what my time was.
It didn’t matter. All I had wanted
to do was finish my first triathlon.
I did that and got a hella sweet Tshirt to boot. I’ll be wearing it for
the next week, at least, if you want
to see it.

Griz golfers get hot, tennis teams surge toward finish
UM golfers set school record
en route to first-round lead
The University of Montana golf
team got off to a good start on
Monday in its quest to win its
first-ever conference championship.
UM shot a school-record 298 to
open the 54-hole Big Sky golf
championships in Goodyear, Ariz.
The Griz lead Eastern Washington
and Portland State by 9 strokes.
UM was aided by strong performances by its top-three golfers.
After the first-round 73, senior
Jasi Acharya is in second place on
the individual scoreboard while
junior Krista Swanson and senior
Mary Hasselberg are 1 stroke
behind, tied for third.
The lowest individual qualifier
that UM had during the first round
of the 54-hole tournament was
sophomore Brittany Williamson,
who finished the day in a tie for
19th place in a field of 40.
Montana State’s Kelly Gillum is
in first place, three shots ahead of
Acharya.
Montana’s second round is
scheduled to tee off today at 8:15
a.m.
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Nine tracksters get invite to
conference championships over
Easter weekend
With registration for fall semester upon us, the University of
Montana track teams found it
more than appropriate over the
weekend to sign up 10 more qualifiers for the Big Sky Conference
championship meet.
At the non-scored Montana
State Open in Bozeman, UM qual-

ified nine athletes in 11 different
events for the championship,
which will be held in Cheney,
Wash., in mid-May.
The women were able to make
the biggest splash in Bozeman,
qualifying for seven championship events on Saturday. Senior
Jessica Falcon (hammer), sophomore Allie Brosh (5,000 and
10,000 meters), and freshmen
Amber Aikins (long jump and
triple jump), Kim Tritz (steeplechase) and Abbey Effertz (shot)
all made the conference championship guest list on Saturday.
Brosh qualified for the 10,000meter run due to her performance
in the 5,000 meters.
The men added four Griz to the
qualifying list led by senior Zach
Osborne in the 100 meters and
Derin Gebhardt in the discus. UM
freshmen Andy Mulvaney (high
jump) and David King (pole vault)
also qualified.
Montana now has 15 women
qualifiers in 20 events while the
men have 13 tracksters qualified
for 18 events.
Home sweet home:
Women’s tennis teams rolls up
third straight home opponent
The University of Montana
women’s tennis team extended its
winning streak to four matches
over the weekend, beating Eastern
and
Northern
Washington
Colorado.
Against the Eagles, Montana
picked up a crucial Big Sky
Conference victory with a 5-2
win.
However, things were not as

easy for Montana as the score
might indicate. UM won the doubles point but lost matches at the
No. 5 and No. 6 slots, leaving it to
three-set wins by sophomore Mari
Castello and freshman Martyna
Nowak to seal the deal.
Against Northern Colorado,
who will join the Big Sky next
year, things were a lot easier for
Montana.
The Griz dominated, especially
in the lower-ranked singles matches. Nowak won 6-1, 6-0 in the No.
4 slot, senior Jonna Schwartz
coasted to a 6-2, 6-0 at the No. 5
and junior Malena Rosen didn’t
drop a game in the No. 6 spot,
beating UNC’s Nicole Neumaier
6-0, 6-0.
The weekend wins capped a
successful home stand for
Montana. Including UM’s victory
over Montana State UniversityBillings on Thursday, the Griz
won three matches in three days
by the combined score of 19-2.
As season draws to end, UM
tennis picks up crucial conference win
With its regular season wrapping up, the University of
Montana men’s tennis team is
catching fire at the right time.
UM
bounced
Big
Sky
Conference
foe
Eastern
Washington 5-2 on Friday and finished up Easter weekend with a 43 win over Gonzaga on Saturday.
Things began bleak for UM
against the Eagles as EWU picked
up the critical doubles point to
begin the match. However, EWU
was unable to capitalize on any

momentum gained from winning
the doubles point and Montana
won five of the six singles matches to win the match and leapfrog
them over the Eagles into third
place in the Big Sky Conference.
Against Gonzaga, the teams
decided to have the singles matches solely decide the victor in this
nonconference affair. However,
the teams split the singles action
with UM winning at the No. 1,
No. 3 and No. 5 positions to force
doubles action. With the match
hinging on the doubles point, UM
won two of the three doubles contest to wrap up its eighth victory
of the season and third straight
win.
UM wraps up its regular season
with a duel against Montana State
on April 22.
Goals aplenty in weekend
lacrosse action
The University of Montana
lacrosse teams continued the
Easter weekend trend of rude
hosting as they rolled over their
two opponents by a combined
score of 47-8.
UM
crushed
Central
Washington 25-3 at the Riverbowl
Fields on Saturday and then senselessly beat down the Coyotes of
Albertson College on Sunday, 225.
With the wins UM improves to
11-1 on the year and 8-0 in the B
South division of the Pacific
Northwest Collegiate Lacrosse
League.
–Kaimin sports staff
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Spring football
comes to close with
final scrimmage
TIM DAILEY
MONTANA KAIMIN
For Montanans this year it may
be hard to tell that spring has
arrived, but for the University of
Montana football team, spring has
come and gone.
The Griz wrapped up their
fourth spring under head coach
Bobby Hauck with a 35-play
scrimmage Friday afternoon in
Washington-Grizzly Stadium.
It was a scrimmage that may
have been more notable for the
Griz players who sat out than the
action that took place.
Many anxious Griz fans came
out to get their first glimpse of
quarterback Josh Swogger, a senior transfer from Washington
State, in action. However,
Swogger and about 20 other key
players were held out.
“Basically, Josh is just like all
those other guys,” Hauck said.
“They had enough this spring. We
didn’t need to get him any more
plays.”
With Swogger having secured
the starting job in the fall, sophomore Cole Bergquist and redshirt
freshman Clint Stapp made the
most of their opportunities at
quarterback during the scrimmage.
Stapp connected with redshirt
freshman wide receiver Marc
Mariani for a 19-yard touchdown

and the only score of the scrimmage.
Bergquist, last year’s starting
quarterback, spent most of the
scrimmage taking snaps with the
first-team offense. On the opening
series, he led his team to the
defense’s 5-yard line, completing
four out of six passes for 57 yards.
But a fumble ended the drive for
the offense.
“It was nice because I got to go
in and work with the guys I was
with last year,” Bergquist said.
The big play of the drive came
when Bergquist hit junior running
back Reggie Bradshaw on a
screen pass. Bradshaw, who transferred this winter to UM from
Louisville, Ky., has been labeled a
speedster by the coaching staff,
but hasn’t had many opportunities
to show off his talent against a
stingy Griz defense.
Bradshaw hauled in the pass
with his back to the field. When
he turned, it appeared he was
shocked by the open space, taking
him a moment to warm up the jets
before streaking down the sideline
for 34 yards, with junior receiver
Craig Chambers, another transfer
on the UM roster, helping to clear
his path.
“I was real surprised,”
Bradshaw said. “Craig made a
good block. From there, it was
open and green.”
Bradshaw, sophomore Andrew
Schmidt and freshman Brandon
Utterback handled the running

Eleena Fikhman/Montana Kaimin

Cornerback Quinton Jackson and linebacker Tyler Pelluer tackle running back Brandon Utterback during Friday afternoon’s scrimmage at
Washington– Grizzly Stadium. The scrimmage was the last one of spring football. The fall season will start again in September.

back duties in the absence of senior backs Lex Hilliard and Brady
Green, who both joined Swogger on
the sideline as spectators.
Unlike UM fans, Hilliard doesn’t
like watching.
“It makes me hungry for the
game,” he said.
Hilliard, a Payton Award
Finalist last season, shouldn’t
stress because Hauck has big
plans for the senior in his final
campaign.
“We didn’t need to beat ourselves today with him out there,”
Hauck said. “We need him in
September. He’s been nothing but
a team player who has given his
all for the program. Now, hopefully that attitude will carry him to a
big year next fall.”
Protecting Hilliard, Swogger
and company may have left some
fans a little disappointed, but
groans turned to giggles when the
Griz concluded the scrimmage
with a comical punt-catching drill.
A pitching machine fired footballs high into a windy sky.
Hauck deliberately hand-picked

the next participant from the
squad that gathered around.
Linemen were not excluded
from the drill, but instead were the
preferred victims of the coach. If
the player caught the punt, he got
a shirt for himself and another for
a teammate of his choice. If they
missed or dropped the ball, all the
player received was laughter from
the crowd and his teammates.
Hauck said his team usually
does the drill once a year and it’s a
lot of fun for the players.
“They all know who can catch
and who can’t,” he said. “They
give each other a hard time. It also
shows them how tough it is during
a game.”
About 20 Griz got a shot at the
T-shirts, but only a few prevailed.
For the rest, especially the big
boys, it was a folly of falling
down, misjudging the wind, lastsecond dives and a chronic case of
alligator arms.
Fittingly, senior punt returner
Tuff Harris was the last to go. He
nonchalantly drifted under the ball
to catch it, and then spun around

faking out a make-believe defender as the final whistle of spring
football blew.
Hauck said it was an exceptionally physical spring and he was
pleased with the outcome, especially his team’s health heading
into the summer.
“We’ve been lucky,” Hauck
said. “We haven’t had any season
ending-type injuries in the spring
to date.”
Hauck said he likes where his
team is at in this phase of the offseason.
“This team is far ahead of where
the first three were at this point,”
Hauck said.
Hilliard, who arrived at UM at
the same time as Hauck, also likes
this year’s squad.
“Our team is looking pretty
good,” Hilliard said. “We’re
gonna be feeling real confident
coming into this next season.
There’s a lot of young guys still,
but we got a lot accomplished this
spring.”
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The Kaimin assumes no responsibility for
advertisements which are placed in the
Classified section. We urge all readers to
use their best judgment and investigate
fully any offers of employment, investment or related topics before paying out
any money.

LOST & FOUND

LOST; Light purple Columbia rain jacket 4/12/06.
Someone please find it. I hate the rain. If found call
Rachel (406) 207-5466.

Lost Thursday April 13: Wedding gift. Silver, carnelian, & labradorite bracelet between LA 303 and
1st floor of forestry Building. Reward. Carol, 549-2736

PERSONALS

EVERYBODY! EVERY BODY! This workshop will cover
nutrition myths and facts, portion sizes, thought patterns, exercise information, and body image. Led by
dietician, an exercise specialists, and a psychologist.
FREE! Sat. April 22nd 9:00 am to 1::00 pm CURRY
HEALTH CENTER. Call to register: 243-4711

HELP WANTED
WANTED

Medical Specialist. Must be a U.S. citizen. Age 17-34.
Good pay, excellent benefits, educational opportunities. Also eligible for the student loan repayment program of up to 65k. Call Sergeant First Class Teasdale
at (406) 207-2036. An Army of One.
Helicopter Pilots wanted. No experience necessaryWill train. Good Pay, excellent benefits. Must be an
U.S. Citizen age 18-29. Also eligible for student loan
repayment of up to 65K. Call Sergeant First Class
Teasdale (406) 207-2036. An Army of One.

Special Forces. Must be a U.S. Citizen age 18-29.
Good pay, excellent benefits, education opportunities. Enlistment bonuses of 12-14K available. Student
loan repayment of up to 65K. Call Sergeant First Class
Teasdale at (406) 207-2036. An Army of One.

k iosk

FLEXIBLE SCHEDULES! UNLIMITED EARNING OPPORTUNITIES! FUN ATMOSPHERE! Research Data Design is
now hiring for Telephone Interviewers for opinion surveys. All evening and weekend shifts available. WE
WORK WITH YOU TO ACCOMMODATE YOUR SCHEDULE!
Our Interviewers average $8-$9/hour. OUR TOP
INTERVIEWERS ARE MAKING $10/hr OR ABOVE! Apply
in person at 2685 Palmer, Suite D, M-F, 9am-5pm, or
call Jessica at 406-728-8290.
Summer Jobs available. Earn $200 + per day. We
train. Weekend positions available now. Ask or Scott
721-3662
Two positions available for responsible individuals,
prefer college students over 21 years old. Must be
hard working and experienced. One position responsible for housekeeping and assist with cooking. The
other position responsible for cooking and assisting
with housekeeping at Lake Coeur d'Alene home. Work
June 1 through September 15. Live in - separate cottage and meals provided. At least 40 hours per week.
Wages $10.00 per hour or higher depending upon
experience. Nonsmoking. Send resume to Coeur
d'Alene Land Company, Box 2288, Coeur d'Alene, ID
83816.

LOOKING FOR PROFESSIONAL AND CARING STAFF. PT
and FT positions available. Working with adults with
disabilities. TO APPLY: Applications available at
Opportunity Resources, Inc. 2821 S. Russell St.
Missoula, MT 59801. Extensive background checks.
EOE. NO RESUMES. No record of Abuse,
Neglect/Exploitation.
Car Rental Representative/ Wash person full time
summer only. Send application to Hertz 5225 Hwy 10
West Suite 12, Missoula, MT 59808. Email hertzmso@msn.com

Campus Recreation is Accepting applications for the
summer and/or the 2006/07 academic year for WorkStudy and Non Work-Study part-time student positions in the areas of: Campus Recreation - Facilities,
Intramural Sports, and Aquatics. Applications can be
picked up at the Fitness and Recreation Center or
Grizzly Pool (aquatics positions).
Position: Assist. Manager. Currently seeking self motivated individuals for part-time Assist. Managers. Must
have retail experience, be detailed oriented, excel in
customer service, have leadership kills, Download
app from hellyhansenmt.com. Bring in or fax 406-7282188, attach cover letter and resume.

Register on Griz eRecruiting today!! Lots of internships for summer! Need Help? Call Internship Services
243-2815
Part-time cleaning person for home/business.
Experience and references required. 721-5145
NOW HIRING: Missoula and surrounding areas, male
and female dancers. New escort service in town. $125
an hour plus tips make your own hours experience
isn't necessary, will train. Call Alyssa today at 3968904.

RMEF, a non-profit conservation organization
(www.rmef.org) is seeking tow motivated student to
work approximately 10-12 hours per week including
mandatory weekends. Excellent communication.
Wage is $8.00/hr. Email cover letter and resume to
sgulick@rmef.org position closes April 27th.

SERVICES
SERVICES

GOT HURT? GET HELP! Call Bulman Law Associates
PLLC-Montana's Best Injury and Disability Lawyers for
a Free CONSULTATION. 406 721-7744.

E-mail CLASSIFIED ADS To: classifieds@kaimin.umt.edu

MONTANA KAIMIN
BUSINESS STAFF:

AD REPRESENTATIVES
JOSH FRICKLE
KYLIE PEARSON

PRODUCTION
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The Kaimin runs classifieds four days a week. Prepayment is required. Classifieds may be placed
at Journalism 206 or via FAX: (406)243-5475 or email: classifieds@kaimin.org.
Off Campus
Student/Faculty/Staff
$.90 per 5-word line/day R A T E S $1 per 5-word line/day
LOST AND FOUND: The Kaimin runs classified ads for lost or found items free of charge.
They can be 3 lines long and run for 3 days.
Computer Problems? Computer Solutions! First Call
Computer Solutions. First in PC Repair. Free
Diagnosis. Blocks from Campus. Call Today 721-4592
Last week to schedule your free, anonymous HIV
Counseling & Testing appointments…Call 243-4330
today!
Professional Sewing and alterations. 549-7780.

FOR SALE

BARGAINS GALORE! Find stuff for that new apartment
@ the WORLD'S LARGEST GARAGE SALE! Sat., April
22, 9-1:30. UM Parking Structure. 243-4636 for
details.

AUTOMOTIVE
AUTOMOTIVE

1999 Toyota Corolla. 5 speed A/C $6,300. 2000 Kia
Sephia Auto 54K $3,500 call 531-7320

FOR RENT

Weekend Cabins: 30 min. from Missoula. $44$66/NIGHT. ROCK CREEK CABINS 251-6611

Storage: Free! 1/2 months rent w/full month rental.
SAFE. SECURE. Cheap Charley's Mini Storage 721-7277

2bd/2ba + bonus rooms, $975.00 beautifully remodeled home, oak flooring, vaulted ceiling in kit/livrm
with an open floor plan, sunny, fenced yard, gas fireplace, view of the M, 1535 S 12th W. 327-0297 / 541729-7257.

ROOMMATES
ROOMMATES NEEDED

Neat and responsible roommate needed to share four
bedroom house in South Hills $400 all utilities PAID.
Call 251-7001

MISCELLANEOUS

Earn a $15 UM Bookstore certificate for participating
in a focus group regarding assault on campus. Call
243-6127 for details.

DIAMONDS & JEWELRY
JEWELRY

Diamond Dream wholesale and supply see ad in
Friday's paper (406) 449-GOLD

FREE STUFF

Goldsmith's Premium Ice Cream will open this Friday
4/21/06. Make your own flavor on our "Cold Rock."
Want Vanilla mixed with ketchup and pickles? Rock
On! Students always get a Free min-in! 809 E. Front
across the Footbridge.
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April 22nd at 9 am. Course begin at the Footbridge.
Pre-register by April 19th. Pre-registration fees
$12.00 adults, $10.00 children. Late registration
$15.00. T-shirt included. Proceeds benefit children
with asthma. Camp Huff n' Puff. Entry forms available
at The Source in the UC or www.runmt.com

WWW.MISSOULASTUDEN
WWW.MISSOULASTUDEN THOMES.COM

www.missoulastudenthomes.com Why rent when you
can buy? Earn money while attending college through
real estate. Call Jeremy Williams 406-531-1519, or
visit our website. REMAX Realty Consultants, LLC.

E-mail DISPLAY ADS To: kaiminad@kaimin.umt.edu
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